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Dear Readers!
We are pleased to present this Game Guide to you, which you are holding in your hand right now. This publication contains results of our
project called Play without Limits - Play's Effects on Change of
Personality. In the preparing stage of this training course such
developing games had been asked for and collected from participants
which had been considered useful for youth organizations and for their
work.
The aim of the one-week course was to call the participants’ attention
to how and how much playing can affect personality development,
relationship, talent, creativity and deploying talent. We wanted to
show it to the participant and make them experience the effects of
non-formal learning.
We considered the following 5 main topics important to speak about
during the week.
I. Learn to play again
II. How play can benefit you
III. Process of play
IV. Team building games, cooperation games
V. Sport games, dancing
The training course will help youth workers very well for further work
since they could acquire knowledge through their own experiences,
since learning by doing is the most effective way of learning. So their
work will be extremely effective, too.
We believe that playing is not only a good way to spend your free time
in a useful and smart way but it might prevent drug and alcohol
addiction as well thanks to its developed skills.
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The program of training course contains self-awareness games too that
can help participants to get know themselves, other youth workers
and the youngsters better and make possible a more successful
lifestyle in the future. We showed how learning skills, focus and
attention skills, memory and self-discipline can be improved. The
strategic mind of the logic games can be well used even in everyday
life.
The participant organizations:


House of Faith— Bulgaria



PlanBe, Plan it Be it — Cyprus



AKETH — Greece



Support for Youth Development Association — Romania



Associazione INNOVAMENTIS — Italy



Express Yourself — Latvia



Institute for operation, development and education of social
entrepreneurship Karo — Slovenia



Centar za odgoj i obrazovanje Tomislav Špoljar — Croatia



AJITER — Portugal



Siauliu Jovaro progimnazija — Lithuania



Stowarzyszenie ”Więcej niz Sport” — Poland

This project has been funded with support of the European
Commission.
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Introduction
Gaming
Game can refer to everything in your life, even in the broadest sense,
to things which have already been part of your life and to things which
will be part of your life, might happen to you one day. It will guide
you through your whole life. Its immortality is the most wonderful
phenomenon. The game is spontaneous, freely chosen, intelligent,
force-free and special self-activity. It is based on free will and
personality can come to self-expression the most typically and most
diverse. The biggest value of the game is the joy and development
connected to it.

The types of the games
Games have a determinative role in life, especially for children and
youths, and are very diverse, only imagination can limit their forms
and rules. An important feature in every kind of game is its role in the
personal development. Despite the diversity, games still can be
categorized depending on what kinds of skill and abilities can be
developed by them.

Developed skills and abilities


Coopreation and initiating ability



Stress resistance ability



Self-confidence



Logical and individual developement



Creativity
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But games are useful in the development of other fields as well, for example:


Attention



Perception, orientation



Movement



Thinking



Memory



Communication

Games in the life of the NGO-s
Games should be important tools in life of each youth organization.
Games can fit to learning and community needs of the target group in
consideration of age characteristics. They are joyful activities, and the
youth organisations can lean them in organizational development and
in the development of their target group.

How to use this publication?
This guide contains 35 games in 4 main topics, these are:
communication, team building, getting information and country
specific games. Every description of the games has a pictogram about
the main topics on the left side, so it can make the searching for the
games easier.

The games what we collected with our partners have large diversity,
so you can find easily a perfect gamer for your aims!
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Rolha - Frozen game
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: AJITER PORTUGAL
Items: 2 ball and 1 ring
Place: Everywhere

Aim of the game: Catch the people
Time requirement: Can't be estimated
Description of the game: We choose 3 people (it depends of the size
of the group) and 2 of 3 will catch the other people and one of them
will catch the other people and 1 will be the angel. So when you get
touched by these people that are catching you have to stay quiet like
you were frozen and let the angel saves you
Instructions, phrases, rules: You can be saved by your teammates,
they have to pass behind/cross your legs
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What skills and competences will be develop?
cooperation

Resistance,

Optimal number of the group: 10-12 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 3-12 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Volleyball for kids
Others: -
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True Friendship
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: Support for Youth
Development Association ROMANIA
Items: Paper, pens

Aim of the game: Finding a definition of true friendship: to stimulate
communication in group
Time requirement: 10-15 minutes
Description of the game: It creates teams. Then on a piece of paper
is written ten qualities, that you need to have a true friend. It setst a
certain time to discuss the topic. After discussion each team will
present you in front of the group all of these qualities you consider as
characteristic as a true friend. The referee will be asked to choose
half of these qualities. It'll compare the results and will be written on
paper. Finally, the referee will ask the working groups to choose a
single quality. The participants will find the definition of the " true
friendship" chosen by each team, and gathering them with. The results
of other teams, will give the find definition of true friendship
Instructions, phrases, rules: -
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What skills and competences will be develop? Teamwork to develop
communication, and ability to talk about you
Optimal number of the group: over 4
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Team building and
stricking
Others: -
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Cold-warm-hot
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: Centar za odgoj i
obrazovanje Tomislav Špoljar CROATIA
Items: An object to hide

Aim of the game: Find the hidden object
Time requirement: Game is finished when someone find the hidden
object
Description of the game: First you have to hide an object, but person
who is searching the object must be outside. Other people can stay in
the room and whatch where you put the object. After that you have to
invite the person who is searching the object. When the game start
everybody should talk to this person that is cold ( when the object is
very far) or warm (when the object is close) and hot (when object is
very near to him). The game is over when person find the hidden
object.
Instructions, phrases, rules: At the beginning of the game choose the
person who wants to play. That person have to go outside so that he
cannot see where do you hide the object. After the person who is
coming in the room starts the game. The others can start to talk if it's
cold warm or hot. Game is over when someone find the object.
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What skills and competences will be develop? Concentration, fast
reaction, motor skills, visual skills, audio skills
Optimal number of the group: 10-20 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? In class with our
children with special needs. To improve their concentration, fast
reaction, motor skills, visual skills, audio skills.
Others: -
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Knees
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: Stowarzyszenie
”Więcej niz Sport” POLAND
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Stimulation of a group
Time requirement: 10-15 minutes
Description of the game: There are 2 groups. They must create pairs.
People in pairs must protect their knees by their hands and don't let
the opponents to touch their knees. They also must touch the
opponenet's knees.
Instructions, phrases, rules: When your knee is touched by the
opponent the game is over for you and a person in your pair. A team
which wins is the team which touches all opponent's knees.
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What skills and competences will be develop? Reaction time
Optimal number of the group: 12-14 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 12-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
relationships between the player

To strengthen

Others: -
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The riddle
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: 'I am the Best' NGO
HUNGARY
Items: Flipchart paper, marker

Aim of the game: Illustrating communication disorders
Time requirement: 20-40 minutes
Description of the game: The trainer tells this story: "You enter a
room, where you find Cleopatra and Caesar dead. The rug is wet and
there are glass shards on the floor. You can’t see any weapon or blood.
What happened?" The participant needs to find out why they are dead.
Instructions, phrases, rules: The participants can ask only targeted
questions from the trainer, and they can discuss their ideas. You can
use the flipchart paper to make notes.
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What skills and competences will be develop?
logical thinking

Communication,

Optimal number of the group: 5-10 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 year
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
participants mind.

For opening the

Others: Caesar and Cleopatra are goldfishes. With this game the
participants get experiences about the issues in the communication.
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Power of body language
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: Institute for
operation, development and education of
social entrepreneurship Karo SLOVENIA
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Communication development
Time requirement: 10 minutes
Description of the game: Body language speaks louder than any
words you can ever utter. Whether you’re telling people that you love
them, you’re angry with them, or don’t care less about them, your
body movements reveal your thoughts, moods, and attitudes. Both
consciously and sub-consciously your body tells observers what’s really
going on with you.

Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. Explain to the group that you are
going to give them a series of instructions, which you would like them
to copy as fast as they can 2. State the following actions as YOU do
them: a. Put your hand to your nose b. Clap your hands c. Stand up d.
Touch your shoulder e. Sit down f. Cross your arms g. Put your hand to
your mouth – BUT WHILE SAYING THIS PUT YOUR HAND TO YOUR NOSE
3. Observe the number of group members who copy what you did
rather than what you said.
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What skills and
communication.

competences

will

be

develop?

Listening,

Optimal number of the group: 4 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? To show how body
language can reinforce verbal communication, however it can also be
stronger than verbal communication – it is important that we are
aware of our body language in order to ensure we are projecting the
right message.
Others: -
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Toilet paper
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: Siauliu Jovaro
Progimnazija LITHUANIA
Items: Roll of toilet paper

Aim of the game: To know each other better, to communicate
Time requirement: 10 – 15 minutes (depends on people)
Description of the game: Everybody sit in a circle. The toilet paper
roll is sent out around the circle. Team leader says that everybody
can take the piece of toilet paper as much as he or she wants or
maybe needs. Then all participants are divided into groups of 4 or 5
persons (if you group till 10 do not dived people into groups). Each
participant of small group has to hold down the paper. Put down the
palm at the beginning of the paper tape and say the sentence about
yourself. Then cover up the paper over the palm. Put the the palm on
the paper and say the sentence about yourself, cover up the paper
again and continue till you will fold up all the paper.
Instructions, phrases, rules: Who will have more paper will tell more
about himself(herself)
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What skills and competences will be develop?
competences

Communication

Optimal number of the group: 5 - 25 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? For team building
Others: -
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Wink
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: Express Yourself
LATVIA
Items: chairs (for every 2 players + one
another chair chair "Invited").

Aim of the game: To focus on non-verbal communication
Time requirement: 10-15 minutes
Description of the game: Participants are divided into two groups,
one group sits down on the chairs, the other group behind the chairs.
Participants do not touch each other. One chair is empty. The person
who stays behind the empty chair is the "Inviter". He/she is with the
eye wink tries to call one of the chairs on the empty chair occupants.
If the chair seat occupants, notices that he is "send a wink", he jump in
the legs. If this succeeds, he holds the empty chair. If standing behind
him, manages to catch him (do not stand up), he remains seated.
After some time, the group is changing roles.
Instructions, phrases, rules: -
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What skills and competences will be develop? Optimal number of the group: Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using
communications

it in your organization?

Develops

Others: -
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What happended?
Game type: Communication
Sender organization: 'I am the Best' NGO
HUNGARY
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Development of thinking and communication skills
Time requirement: 5 questions in 30-40 minutes
Description of the game: A questioner asks different questions or
says different events. The player’s aim is to search different reasons,
which will explain the event. It’s not necessary to have reasonable
reasons
Instructions, phrases, rules: Examples for events: For young ones: 1.
I’m waiting for my birthday cake, but I didn’t get it yet. 2. My
friend didn’t talk to me today. 3. When I opened my bag, I found a
hedgehog in it. 4. One of the teeth of the lion is missing. 5. I didn’t
sleep at night. For older players: 1. A car passed the red light. 2. One
of my classmates started to cry today during the class. 3. Yesterday
the teacher was sitting in the banks. 4. My mom has a few hundred
pair of shoes. 5. My cloth gets dirty every day. For the most skilful
players: 1.
Nobody was laughing at the clown’s show. 2. Ann gets
up with jingle every morning. 3. When Lui opened his eyes, he saw
green people. 4. There aren’t any fences around my uncle’s house. 5.
There is a football team, who never loosed on home field. For adults:
1. One of our colleges arrives at work and he/she is smiling. 2.
Attendance of our programs is decreasing. 3. Plants in the office are
drooped all at once. 4. Someone unknown transferred 10.000 Euro to
our bank account from somewhere. 5. The chairs disappeared from
the office
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What skills and competences will be develop?
fantasy, explore casual relationships

Logical thinking,

Optimal number of the group: 2-5 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 year
Whereof do you using it in your organization? To develop problem
solving skills and flexible case management
Others: This game has no limits; only the players’ fantasy can make it
stop.
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Seat seeking
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: 'I am the Best' NGO
HUNGARY
Items: Chairs, a music player, some good
music

Aim of the game: Development of reflexes, meta-communication
skills and team building
Time requirement: It depends on number of groups, it takes 10-15
minutes with 10 players
Description of the game: Place some chairs in the room, not so far
from each other (better to place them in a circle). Number of the
chairs should be less than number of players. Put some music on for
the player. When music is on, everyone walks around the chairs, or
dance between them. As soon as the music stops, everyone needs to
seek a seat. Who can’t find a free chair to sit down, will get out of this
game.
Before you start music again, take away some chairs, and
when the music stops again, everyone needs to seek a seat again. Each
person who can’t find a free chair after the music has stopped is out of
this game.
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. Players can sit only on free chairs and
mustn’t detrude anyone from the chair. 2. If the group is large, you
can take away more than 1 chair at once, and when the number of
players getting less, take away only 1 chair. 3. If the situation is not
clear, the instructor of the game can decide about who can sit
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What skills and competences will be develop?
communication, agility, attention to others

Reflexes, meta-

Optimal number of the group: 10-100 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 year
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Activising the players,
team building
Others: -
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Red Rover
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: Support for Youth
Development Association ROMANIA
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Team building, activising
Time requirement: 30 minutes
Description of the game: The objective of the game is to end with
the most players on your team by maintaining the integrity of your
chain. It is a game that reflects the spirit of struggle and
perseverance, fair play, flexibility, fun and cohesion of the Romanians
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. Separate everyone into two equal
teams. They will be called Team A and Team B. Have each team stand
in a straight line, holding hands. The two teams should be facing each
other, about ten yards apart. 2. Team A decides who to "call over"
from Team B. 3. Once Team A has decided, they sing, "Red Rover, Red
Rover, we call (name) over! 4. The player from Team B who was called
must run to Team A and try to break through the arms of two Team A
players. 5. If the player from Team B doesn't pass through, they are a
part of Team A now. But if they pass through, they go back to their
original team, Team B. 6. Continue playing until one team only has
two people. Once one of those people gets put on the other team, the
game is over. The larger team wins
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What skills and competences will be develop?
flexibility, etc

Teamwork, fun,

Optimal number of the group: At least 6 people, divided into two
equal teams
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? The development of
space exploration, the knowledge of others
Others: -
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Playing Statues
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: Associazione
INNOVAMENTIS ITALY
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Socialize while having fun
Time requirement: This depends on the number of players
Description of the game: This game takes place in an open space and
include in it : fun, sport and friendship in a health environment. The
game is very old and it is known until from infancy
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. It is played in group. All the players
except the one (leader) align themselves to an equal distance from a
wall. The leader leans to the destination wall, giving the shoulders to
the other players, and aloud counts “Un, Due, Tre… Stella !“ (“One,
Two, Three, Star!”), in order then to turn itself suddenly. 2. While the
player is turned, the others can to approach to him; when he turns
suddenly, the other players must freeze and they must remain
immovable. 3. If the leader perceives the movement of a player, this
last one must retreat until the point in which it was found before. 4.
Wins the player who succeeds to arrive for first to the wall and will be
the leader in the successive game. 5. Whoever arrives to first touching
the wall, he screams: “Stellone!” (“Big Star!”)
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What skills and competences will be develop? Creativity and
imagination, socialization, culture of outdoor games, learning and
dissemination of traditional games of its territory
Optimal number of the group: No limits
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
socialization and for fun

Sometimes for

Others: -
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Dodgeball
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: Centar za odgoj i
obrazovanje Tomislav Špoljar CROATIA
Items: A ball

Aim of the game: Avoiding or catching the ball from opposite team
and hitting the player from another team throwing the ball
Time requirement: 30-40 min, depends on number of players
Description of the game: The game is playing on the playground 15
meters long and 9 meters wide. The center line separates the
playground into two equal parts. This game can play minimum of 4
players. During the game all players must be under the lines of their
part of playground. Out of the line are two players who are trowing
the ball (one from your team and one from opposite team). If the
player from your team catch the ball he can also throw the ball and hit
the player from another team
Instructions, phrases, rules: First you have to choose players for your
team. Than the game can started. It doesn’t matter who starts first ,
the aim of the game is to eliminate players from another team
throwing the ball and hit another player. In this game you can also
have substitute players. Substitute players may enter at the end of
each round, replace injured players. The winner is the first team who
eliminate all players from the opposite team
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What skills and competences will be develop? Competitive spirit,
quick reaction, competition, visual perception, motor skills,
concentration. During the game people are having fun
Optimal number of the group: 4-20 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? This is traditional game in our country, we play on the playground or sports hall and also
on the class of physical activities
Others: -
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The hard bridge
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: Institute for
operation, development and education of
social entrepreneurship Karo SLOVENIA
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Socializing, networking
Time requirement: 10-15 minutes
Description of the game: People representing the bridge are holding
hands. They choose their names (the names are secret). They stand
peacefully. General and his soldiers are travelling and stop in front 3
players (2 for bridge and a general) and 5-6 other players as soldiers.
People representing the bridge are holding hands. They choose their
names (the names are secret). They stand peacefully. General and his
soldiers are travelling and stop in front of the bridge. Then the
general asks following questions:
Instructions, phrases, rules: The general goes under the bridge. The
bridge (two persons holding hands) captures the last soldier in a line
and asks him/her to choose male or female name. If soldier chooses
the male name, goes behind the person representing a bridge and has
a male name, goes behind the person representing a bridge and has a
male name. When the general is caught, soldiers hold each other’s
hips and pull on their side. The team that stays upright after the hands
of people forming a bridge are separated is winner.
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What skills and competences will be develop?
entertainment

social skills,

Optimal number of the group: 3 players (2 for bridge and a general)
and 5-6 other players as soldiers
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? To relax
Others: -
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Lencinho - Scarf game
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: AJITER PORTUGAL
Items: Scarf
Place: Everywhere

Aim of the game: Time requirement: Not registered
Description of the game: Singing a portugese song in one circle, has a
person with a scarf outside of the circle. When she/he want leave the
scarf behind of someone quietly. When that person finds out they have
to catch the scarf and try to catch the person who has left the scarf
there
Instructions, phrases, rules: Song: "Lencinho vai na mao, vai cair ao
chao, quem olhar para tras leva um grande bofetao"
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What skills and competences will be develop? Agility, velocity
Optimal number of the group: Recommended age of the group members: 3-7 yearrs
Whereof do you using it in your organization? For party's with young
people
Others: -
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Adam had seven sons
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: Express Yourself
LATVIA
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: To have a good time with singing and show your
creativity
Time requirement: 10-15 minutes
Description of the game: players make a circle. One player or one
pair goes into the middle of the circle. The other players move around
holding each other in hands and they sing: the song. The players who
are in the middle think of the movements they will show other players
when the song is over. When the song is over, the other players have
to imitate the movements performed by the players in the middle.
Those, who cannot imitate it, exchange their positions with the
players from the middle. In the case all players can repeat the trick,
the players stay in the middle and the game starts from the beginning
Instructions, phrases, rules: The song: Adam had seven sons, seven
sons, who didn’t eat, who didn’t drink, who don’t know what to do.
Everyone is doing this!
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What skills and competences will be develop? Optimal number of the group: Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? To try something new
Others: -
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Embroidered handkerchief
Game type: Country specific
Sender organization: Stowarzyszenie
”Więcej niz Sport” POLAND
Items: Handkerchief

Aim of the game: Integrate group, to make atmosphere more relax
Time requirement: 10-15 minutes
Description of the game: People are in the circle and sing a polish
song. One person in the middle of circle have to find a person to kiss.
He or she kissed a person, who go to the middle of the circle and also
have to find a person to kiss
Instructions, phrases, rules: The rule is to find a person and choose
to kiss. Everyone is a winner. The game is end when everyone is in the
middle of the circle and have been kissed
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What skills and competences will be develop? Social skills
Optimal number of the group: 50
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
atmosphere

To make positive

Others: -
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Going to the wall
Game type: Getting information
Sender organization: Support for Youth
Development Association ROMANIA
Items: A scarf blindfolded

Aim of the game: To stimulate the process of learning
Time requirement: 10 minutes
Description of the game: Participants form pairs, and they need to
lead each other close to a wall
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. In the first pair, one of the two
participants is blindfolded and waiting, facing towards a wall at 6-10m
it. 2. The other participant verify that covering distances that do not
put in any danger on the blindfold and goes by the wall and
announced: "You start." 3. One who is blindfolded must to get
forwoard to wall without to go with hands up before and without
stopping on its own initiative.
4. The participant who is not
blindfolded, leaves his partner to get forwoard until close to the wall,
then say "Stop!" - Noted that his partner to stop. 5. The two partners
switch roles, then do the exercise and the other pairs
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What skills and competences will be develop? To develop nonverbal
communcation and learning through guidance and confidence in others
Optimal number of the group: over 6
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
process of learning using nonverbal language

Observation the

Others: -
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Memory
Game type: Getting information
Sender organization: Centar za odgoj i
obrazovanje Tomislav Špoljar CROATIA
Items: Flashcards

Aim of the game: Find as many pairs of identical cards
Time requirement: Until you found all pairs of cards
Description of the game: Two players or maximum 6 can play this
game. The number of cards depends on the age of players. This game
can play preschool children and adults. The cards can be a variety of
topics, such as food, clothes, furniture, animals, daily activities. The
cards can be pictures or words
Instructions, phrases, rules: The cards are on the table with face
down. The first player turns two cards, if the cards are identical, he
turns the other two cards. If cards are not identical, he turns them
with face down and the next player turns two cards looking for a pair
of cards. It is very important to memorize the picture/word on the
cards and the place on the table. The game is playing n the circle. The
winner is the player who found as many identical cards
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What skills and competences will be develop? Memory and patience
Optimal number of the group: 2-6 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? To develop visual
perception, memory, speech and fine motor skills. If the word on the
card, pupils develop reading skills. They develop social skills through
play because they learn patience, respect for rules
Others: -
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Puzzle
Game type: Getting information
Sender organization: Express Yourself
LATVIA
Items: A puzzle - can choore how many
pieces. ex. 1000 pieces = 10 participant,

Aim of the game: To communicate without words
Time requirement: 40-60 minutes
Description of the game: Need to make puzzle picture correct
without speaking. If you need some piece from other person - you can
exchange the pieces
Instructions, phrases, rules: Cant speak during the game
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What skills and competences will be develop? To cooperate and do
one thing together
Optimal number of the group: 1 puzzle = 1 group
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Others: -
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The right choice
Game type: Getting information
Sender organization: Siauliu Jovaro
progimnazija LITHUANIA
Items: Roll of toilet paper

Aim of the game:
learning process

for creative learning, for communication, for

Time requirement: 5 – 10 minutes
Description of the game: Everybody sit in a circle. Have two more
chairs than players. Game leader sits and near him two empty chairs.
Leader says (what to say device yourself) who is he. For example I am
the leader. What’s suit me? The first two persons who answered to
the question sit near the leader (for example courage, respect for
others). Then the leader choses the right answer. The person who said
the most suitable description become a leader. The other come to the
circle. New leader continue the game
Instructions, phrases, rules: You can choose the theme according the
learning process or what you like. Even you can think the rule, that
new leader continue the chain. For example if the leader choose the
answer courage. The new leader says. I am the courage. What’s suit
for me
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What skills and competences will be develop?
competences

Communication

Optimal number of the group: 8 - 25 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? for team building
Others: -
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Phone
Game type: Getting information
Sender organization: Institute for
operation, development and education of
social entrepreneurship Karo SLOVENIA
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Getting information
Time requirement: 6-10 people, 1 long sentence, half a minute for
each person to whispers his phone message to person next to him, 1
minute for last person to say it aloud. 4- 6 minutes in total
Description of the game: One person whispers a phone message (a
long sentence) to another person and so on until the message arrives
to the last person. The last person says it aloud and then compares
with the original message said by first person

Instructions, phrases, rules: The game is very simple. We play it like
this: People sit in a circle. Then first person in a group whispers a long
sentence to his neighbour’s ear (a phone message). The second person
whispers the same sentence to his neighbour’s ear and so on. A phone
message runs from the mouth of one person to the ears of another.
When the message arrives to the last person in a group, he tells it
loud. The difference between the initial and final message is usually so
great
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What skills and competences will be develop? Listening and thinking
Optimal number of the group: 6-10 people
Recommended age of the group members: 10-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? We use it in order to
demonstrate and teach each other how information travels from
mouth to mouth, how it changes, and how information is interpreted
differently from person to person
Others: -
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Name-item-plant-animal
Game type: Getting information
Sender organization: AKETH - GREEK
Items: Paper and pens
Place: Indoor

Aim of the game: To find words starting from the same letter in each
round
Time requirement: No time requirement
Description of the game: Each person has a sheet in front of him with
columns divided in name-animal-item-plant-country-food-colour and
the points. Someone start telling the alphabet in his mind, the next
person stops him and he announces the letter he stopped. Then
everyone start filling up the columns with words stunning from this
letter
Instructions, phrases, rules: At the beginnings someone shouts "A",
and he starts telling the alphabet, and the next shouts stop. The first
one that finishes filling up all the columns says stop, and everyone
stop writing. If you are the only one that filled up a column you get 20
points if someone else also filled a column up you get 10 points, and if
you have the same word as someone other you get 5 points
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What skills and competences will be develop?
thinking, competitive spirit

Creativity, quick

Optimal number of the group: 2-10 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 10-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? for competitive skills
and knowledge
Others: -
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The flower of the group
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Stowarzyszenie
”Więcej niz Sport” POLAND
Items: Flipchart paper, markers, cryons

Aim of the game:
build a group

Get to know about our character's features and

Time requirement: 15-30 minutes
Description of the game: One group draw a flower an each person
write his own character's features in petal of the flower, Then people
are discussing about their features and write common features in the
middle of flower
Instructions, phrases, rules: There schouldn't be more then 8 people
in the group. The rule is to find many common features
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What skills and competences will be develop? Social skills
Optimal number of the group: 6-8 persons/group
Recommended age of the group members: 15-60 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? To get to know about
features of the others and build a group
Others: -
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Clothespin
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: 'I am the Best' NGO
HUNGARY
Items: 3 clothespin for each participant

Aim of the game: Warm-up, activising, team building
Time requirement: 10 minutes
Description of the game: Each person get 3 clothespin, and the aim is
to get more or loose the all of the clothespin
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. The trainer will manage the time and
he/she will start and finish the rounds. 2. Each round is 3 minutes
long. 3. The aim of the first round to get more clothespin, the
participants have to catch the others and steal the pins from his/her
cloth. The winner is who has the more pins. 5. The aim of the second
round is to loose all of your pins. The participants have to put their
pins on the others clothes. The winner of this round who has the less
pin
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What skills and competences will be develop? Team building
Optimal number of the group: 8-20 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 year
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Opening the training
days or wake up the participants
Others: The accident prevention is really important. You can play this
game only if you have enough and safe space
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Magic wand
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: 'I am the Best' NGO
HUNGARY
Items: Dipstick

Aim of the game: Awarness of the differences of the purpose and the
activity
Time requirement: 10 minutes
Description of the game: Six participant standing face-to-face in two
line. Everybody strech out their index finger in breast height. The
trainer put the dipstick on the participants finger. The aim is to put
down the stick on the floor together using only the index fingers
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. The participants can use only their
index finger, any other fingers are forbidden. 2. If someones finger
don't touch the stick the tast will be restarted
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What skills and competences will be develop? Team building,
leadership skills, communication, hand eye coordination
Optimal number of the group: 6 person
Recommended age of the group members: 10-70 year
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Optimizing the
communication between the participants, developing leadership skills,
communication and concentration
Others: When the trainer release the stick the stick will tilt up and
the participants will astonish. It is a really hard task
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Praising
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Institute for
operation, development and education of
social entrepreneurship Karo SLOVENIA
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Development of communication in team building.
But also to teach us to praise people rather than criticize them
Time requirement: 4 people, 2 questions, 3 minutes for speaker and
1 minute per member for feedback, 24 minute in total
Description of the game: One person in a group is talking about
herself answering the two questions and the rest of the group give
their feedback/opinion about that person
Instructions, phrases, rules: 4 people form a group. First person
starts talking about her by answering the questions: Who am I? And
what am I doing here? That person has 3 minutes to do so and must
talk positive things about herself. Others are listening to her. Then
each member of a group has 1 minute to give his/her feedback
(opinion) about person who was talking about himself/herself. They
also have to say positive things about that person
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What skills and competences
communication, positive thinking

will

be

develop?

Listening,

Optimal number of the group: 4 people
Recommended age of the group members: 10-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? We use it to improve
productivity of employees and our project team
Others: -
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Warm potato - Batata Quente
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: AJITER PORTUGAL
Items: A ball
Place: Everywhere

Aim of the game: Pass the ball as fat as you can and "kill" the other
opponents
Time requirement: Not estimated
Description of the game: In a cicle people pass the ball to others as
fast as can 10 times. The person who makes the 10 will try to
eliminate the others. Throwing the ball to them with their hands. Wins
the person who stays more time alive
Instructions, phrases, rules: The person who is "attacked" can move/
jump but not running
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What skills and competences will be develop?
time, intelligence at games

Velocity, reaction

Optimal number of the group: 10-15 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 3-12 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Volleyball
Others: -
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Search for partners
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Support for Youth
Development Association ROMANIA
Items: 2 decks of cards

Aim of the game: To stimulate the spirit of cooperation, sharing in
teams-team building
Time requirement: 10 minutes
Description of the game: The rule is to find partners finding team
rule group without speaking, knowing that there are 3 teams
Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. Select the card game: if we want to
make 3 groups of 6 people, choose by the cards game 6 card of red
hearts and 6 card of black hearts and 6 card of diamonds. 2. Each
participant receives a card game you need to put on the forehead
without looking at it
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What skills and competences will be develop?
cooperation and sharing with others and cohesion

To develop

Optimal number of the group: over 6
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Team building
Others: -
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Rope pulling
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Centar za odgoj i
obrazovanje Tomislav Špoljar CROATIA
Items: A rope

Aim of the game: Two different teams pulling the rope until rope
cross the line, the winner is team who pulls rope so hard that its
crossed the line
Time requirement: Few seconds or minutes
Description of the game: Two teams, number of players of one team
is minimum 6. The radius of rope must be 10 inches, center line is
also very important. On the sign teams strongly pulls the rope. The
winner is team who pulls the rope for a certain distance of the center
line
Instructions, phrases, rules: First you have to choose players for your
time. It can be minimum 6 players for this game. On the sign, teams
started pulling the rope. The winner is team who pulls the rope for a
certain distance of the center line
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What skills and competences will be develop? Competitive spirit,
quick reaction, competition, strength, motor skills, concentration.
During this game people are having fun
Optimal number of the group: 6-30 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Its recreational sport
discipline, we use it when we have day off sport, or in the village for
the competition
Others: -
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Hopscotch
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Associazione
INNOVAMENTIS ITALY
Items: Nothing

Aim of the game: Socialize while having fun
Time requirement: This depends on the number of players
Description of the game: This game takes place in an open and
include in it : fun, sport and friendship in a health environment. The
game is very old and the design is a real church tower. The boys drew
a bell, divided into ten squares, participants threw a pebble in each
square, won who could overcome all the squares without getting out
off

Instructions, phrases, rules: 1. With a chalk to draw on the ground
10 square numbered 1 to 10, with a form of a hopscotch designed on
the ground 2. Each player, one at a time, throws a pebble into a
square (starts with square No. 1). 3. Soon after, each player must try
to reach the pebble, jumping with a foot together from one square to
another, without falling and without touching the lines drawn. 4. If the
player is dropped or if he touches the line, he must exit the game. 5.
When the player gets to the last number (square no. 10), turns around
(remaining on one foot) and hops his way back in reverse order 6. Pass
the pebble on to the next person, for continue the game. 7. Finally
wins who takes the stone without falling and without touching the
lines
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What skills and competences will be develop? Creativity and
imagination, socialization, culture of outdoor games, learning and
dissemination of traditional games of its territory
Optimal number of the group: No limits
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
socialization and for fun

Sometimes for

Others: -
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Bridge
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Siauliu Jovaro
progimnazija LITHUANIA
Items: sticky tape

Aim of the game: to build team, collaborative learning (work), sense
the other’s needs
Time requirement: 10 – 15 minutes
Description of the game: Two stripes on the floor are the bridge.
Participants stand in queue (line up in tandem). Leader of the game
give a sign. All the participants has to change their place on the
bridge. They can’t get down from the bridge. Leader says in what
order to stand in a queue. For example stand in alphabetical order,
stand by birth month, stand by the colour of clothing
Instructions, phrases, rules: Mark two parallel lines with sticky tape.
Keep space between lines about 20 cm. Length of the line depends on
the number of participants
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What skills and competences will be develop? To feel each other, to
work in group
Optimal number of the group: 10 - 25 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? for team building
Others: -
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Chocolate River
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: Express Yourself
LATVIA
Items: A4 sheet of paper (the number should
be less than one page, as participants

Aim of the game: Unite the command
Time requirement: 60 minutes
Description of the game: There is about 5-10 meters wide "chocolate
river", and all it has to cross. Not allowed to swim because the river
live giant cannibal-crocodile. Participants can go just putting feet on
sheets of paper, which is laid in the river. In addition, they can not be
left in the middle of the river, they at all times be located in either
the arm or leg. If the site is free, it takes away the stream (it is
confiscated). Not to talk. Activities task is to cross the river all
together, set time
Instructions, phrases, rules: First of all, are given 5 minutes for
discussion on how to cross the river. The creation of the plan is be
presented. Then, when no longer speak, the paper is given to the driver - the one who go first. Time depends on the number of participants
and the river width. Participants are punished for speaking, walking or
by sheets of paper, taking off one by one. Crosing or not crosing across
the river to be discussed: who participated in the creation of the plan,
which should have been done differently, which was the most difficult
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What skills and competences will be develop? Optimal number of the group: Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? Others: -
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Mantili
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: PlanBe, Plan it Be it
CYPRUS
Items: A scarf

Aim of the game: Take as much times possible the scarf back to your
team
Time requirement: According to participants. About 15-20 minutes
Description of the game: The players are split into two teams and
given ascending numbers starting from one. The teams then stand
opposite each other with a distance of about 10 meters between them.
One person who is not a member of any team stands in the middle holding the "mantili" (scarf). That person then calls one number which
corresponds to one participant per team. The two opponents try to get
the scarf as fast as possible from the middle man without their
opponent touching them. Their aim is to return back to their base
with the scarf
Instructions, phrases, rules: -
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What skills and competences will be develop? Athletic, team building, reflexes, cooperation, team work
Optimal number of the group: 14 persons
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization? As energizer
Others: -
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Apples
Game type: Team building
Sender organization: AKETH - GREEK
Items: A ball
Place: Everywhere, but it needs a lot of

Aim of the game: To eliminate the other
Time requirement: No time requirement
Description of the game: It's a ball game. We have two teams with
the same number of persons. In the first round the one team is divided
and throw the ball, with an aim to hit the other team's members, who
are in the middle
Instructions, phrases, rules: The "out" team persons have a big
distance between them, and they cannot make this distance smaller.
The "out" team throws a ball with their hands. If they hit one
memberof the other team, the hitten member is out of the play place.
If someone from the "inside" team grabs the ball, he gets one "apple",
and can revive one hitten people. When everyone from the inside team
is out, the game is over
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What skills and competences will be develop? It develops teamwork
and sport spirit
Optimal number of the group: at least 8 person
Recommended age of the group members: 5-70 years
Whereof do you using it in your organization?
create teamspirit and trust among the members

when we want to

Others: -
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About the Training Course
“Learning by doing is the most effective way of learning. This is the
motto of Erasmus+ Projects, EU programme for Education and The
Youth in Action Programme. This is what I have really learnt during
the one week training course: Play without Limits - Play’s effect on
the personality development.
Play without limits. At first hearing it has suggested me some kind of
happiness, joy and absolute freedom, as every games, which have
been guiding me through my whole life. Even though, it is more. The
biggest value of games beside fun is the development that connected
to them. Therefore, the aim of this course was to call the participants’ attention to these effects and give us methods which can use in
our organizations as well. The games focused on certain skills, supported Key Competences for Lifelong Learning as; communication,
mathematical and basic competences in science and technology, digital competence, learning to learn, social and civic competences, sense
of initiative, entrepreneurship, cultural awareness and expression.
The training was following 5 main topics that were; learn to play
again, how play can benefit you, process of play, cooperation games,
sport games and dancing.
The starting days were organized around to get information and know
each other better. As a result we played communication, team building and country specific game that showed the mentality of the nations. The Hungarian team for example brought the ‘Seat seeking’ that
reflected the fighting spirit, the quick reactions and the struggle for
good positions. I enjoyed the Romanians ‘Red Rover’ game and the fact
that we played it with the Romanian rhyme, the Croatians ‘Rope pulling’, and one of my favorite was the ‘Mantili’, as known as ‘Scarf game’
from Cyprus.
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Above all, that we could know others cultures, there was international evening with traditional foods, drinks, and customs, just like barbecue party with camp fire as well.
The end of the week we received our Youthpass beside kind speeches.
The certificate that made visible what we have learned in this project. Although we played without limits, in this project I have learned
mine. The boundaries, which have broaden better and better during
this week. We were almost 40, from 12 countries, but we created one
group, no matter differences like age, language or personality. I have
improved many skills and key competences that will be useful in everyday life and in the future, I know. I mean cooperation, creativity,
problem-solving or decision-making. But furthermore, thanks for the
other people I have known myself in different ways and have learnt
tolerance, empathy and self-confidence also. I am grateful that I have
been part of this Erasmus+ Project and that I could meet with fantastic, inspiring, young people. I never forget these days and experiences.” - Anna, Hungary
„I’ve learnt how to work in a team and got to know about 3 interesting
games. It was precious experience.” - Hanna, Poland
„Games was so much, that I can’t remember all of them, so it is good
that we will get description, to us other time again.” - Agnese, Latvia
„It was my first Erasmus+ training course, so it is new experience for
me. The team work was good for me, the people were nice.” - Renata,
Croatia
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www.iamthebest.hu

'I Am The Best' Talent Mentoring Public Benefit Non-Profit Co.
Ltd. (NGO)
HUNGARY
E-mail adress: info@legjobbvagyok.hu
www.iamthebest.hu
https://www.facebook.com/iamthebestngo
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